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examine more in detail the different levels of education.
Looking first at the elementary system (Fig. 76), we note
that the lower four years of the Volksschule (" people's
school") are furnished by the Grundschule, which now
serves as a primary school common to all types of insti-
tutions. Four (occasionally five) upper grades complete
the elementary work, and the only further trainingl that a
graduate of such schools ordinarily obtains comes through
the Fortbildungsschulen ("continuation schools'7), the
Berufschulen ("vocational schools")* or the Volks-
hochschulen (advanced education for adults). The Volks-
schule is the most important school in the Prussian system
and is attended by about ninety per cent of the children.
Separate schools are maintained for the sexes, whenever
there are three teachers or more, and women are never
allowed to teach boys. By a decree of 1933 all non-
sectarian elementary schools are to be closed as fast as
the children now attending them leave, and all pupils
must thereafter enter schools of their own denomination*
There are also Mittelschulen ("middle schools'7)* which
exist side by side with the Volksschulen. While they are
two years longer in course than the average Volksschuk
and may include training in a foreign language — usually
Latin for boys and French for girls — during the last
three years, they avoid the academic attitude of secondary
schools and generally provide training for intermediate
positions in agriculture, industry, and commerce. Their
course is differentiated in its vocational offerings according
1 Since 1934 pupils have been required upon graduation from city Volks-
schulen to spend a ninth year in the country (Landschuljahr) at camps or farm
homes, where the boys may learn the routine of the farmer and the girls that
of the farmer's wife. The Government hopes thus to build loyalty to Nazi
principles, appreciation of the peasantry in maintaining a food supply, physical
health and endurance, and sound character and deep piety. See Kandel's
Making of Nazis, op. tit., pp. 495 ff.

